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ABSTRACT

PROMO, a prototype computerized PROcess MOnitoring tool, has been designed for the
resolution of perceived complexity under conditions of time constraints and criticality. It is
suggested that this makes it uniquely suitable for applications such as nuclear power plant operator
training and support. This paper describes the tool, the theory underlying its design, and results
from preliminary laboratory experiments. While field tests are necessary prior to the drawing of
conclusions, the results from the laboratory trials are promising. Efforts are currently underway to
extend the research setting to power plant operator training centers.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plant operators operate in an environment characterized by complexity (e.g., with a
large number of interrelated observations to monitor) 17,57^ time constraints (where quick response
times are necessary)^, and criticality (where a wrong decision can have serious impacts)26'27
While a number of training and support tools are available, continuing research is required in order
to improve the quality and usefulness of the support provided.

The current paper reports on recent findings of an ongoing research project investigating the unique
problems raised by such environments. Based on theory and findings from the fields of cognitive
psychology-^'12,15,22,38( cognitive engineering'3,20,19,26,33,56^ anc} decision support
systems 1''45,52 a framework addressing the inherent limitations of human operators in such
environments has been developed, and a computerized support tool designed and built. This
computerized tool is called PROMO. The objective of PROMO is to supplement an operator's
limited attentional and information processing resources-limitations which may lead operators to
unintentionally deviate from their intentions. It recognizes that such failures often stem from



inherent human limitations^,35^ which are particularly tested under conditions of complexity,
time constraints, and criticality. PROMO is currently undergoing extensive laboratory testing.
Current results^,50 indicate that PROMO significantly diminishes the occurrence of errors in the
implementation of a planned strategy, providing for enhanced efficiency and effectiveness.
Moreover, the positive impact of PROMO tends to increase with the complexity of the task to be
accomplished^ and of the task environment^. As we move PROMO from the lab to the field,
these positive results are expected to be replicated.

The proposed implementation of PROMO in CANDU simulators is based on the on-line
computerization and documentation of control procedures. By establishing a direct linkage
between these procedures and the system simulator, up-to-date information regarding the latest
status of the reactor can be made available to the monitor. The "monitor" is the intelligent agent
used to follow the progress of the human operator within the context of the system's status and the
procedure being implemented. The monitor is responsible for bringing any implementation failure
(defined as a discrepancy between the procedure to be implemented and that actually executed) to
the attention of the operator together with the appropriate explanations. When an error results from
an incorrect choice of actions due to a misinterpretation of the system's variables, the monitor is
responsible for explaining the exact nature of the error using current data from the simulator in
order to provide context-sensitive feedback to the operator. As such, PROMO differs from more
traditional implementations in that its emphasis is on monitoring the progress of the operator, as
opposed to the status of the system.

By exploiting its on-line linkage with the CANDU system simulator, PROMO will be able to
provide up-to-date monitoring of an operator's process. Moreover, explanations can be provided
at any moment, either on demand, or following the execution of an inappropriate action on the part
of the operator. Error feedback information is always presented within the context of the system's
status and objectives. As such, PROMO is a teaching assistant, constantly providing the operator
with the support and information necessary to experience continuous, improved learning.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores complexity in the nuclear
power operator's environment and the kinds of errors that such complexity leads to. Section 3
describes the empirical research that has been conducted using PROMO and the results from these
experiments. Section 4 maps from the description of errors that operators may commit to the kind
of support that PROMO provides. And finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by pointing out
limitations in current knowledge and likely future developments.

2 THE POWER PLANT OPERATOR'S WORK ENVIRONMENT

A review of the history of computerization specifically, and of technology in general, reveals that it
is generally the routine tasks, or the routinized components of complex or unusual tasks, that have
tended to be replaced by technology. Operators today, therefore, have to deal increasingly with
tasks that are non-routine. Thus, with advances in technology, an ever-increasing proportion of
their jobs is focused on problem solving and decision making activities, rather than the
performance of routine tasks^. Further, since the non-routine tasks generally reflect deviations
from the normal order of things, more often than not, they come with time constraints as well as
criticality. Consider, for instance, an example credited to Pew et al.23.

Following the Three Mile Island "incident", the US NRC passed a regulation stipulating that after a
reactor scram, the high head charging pumps or emergency cooling pumps must be left on for at
least 20 minutes. Operators at the nuclear power plant at North Anna had to contend with this
regulation in 1979. The North Anna operators, believing that following this regulation would lead



to a dangerous temperature shut down profile, decided to break the regulation. At the risk of
incurring legal sanctions, they turned off one of the two pumps for 4 minutes 'without knowing
precisely what reduction in total input could be expected, and what the net result on pressure and
level might be, but it was considered to be a step in the right direction'23.

Situations such as the above illustrate key characteristics of a nuclear power plant operator's
environment. Operators have a limited amount of time in which to make a complex decision; the
consequences of which have the potential to be rather serious. Clearly, such problems are not
unique to nuclear power plant operators. Consider, for example, Duncan's7 description of the job
of an operator in a petrochemical plant: "In some petrochemical plants there may be little to do
except perhaps once every six months, but then a difficult diagnosis within the order of three
minutes may be needed and, if the operator does not solve the problem, the plant will be shut
down"7(p. 209).

Recognizing factors such as these, Rasmussen & Lind^S point out that operating complexity under
abnormal conditions should be distinguished from operating complexity under normal conditions.
Under non-routine conditions, which are increasingly coming to represent a larger proportion of
the power plant operator's environment, reducing complexity is key to increasing reliability^^.

2.1 Understanding Complexity in The Power Plant Operator's Work Environment

An operator's task is characterized by a prescribed goal or goals which have to be attained under
prescribed conditions (Leontiev 1972, cited in [17]). Here, the goals can be articulated at the level
of the individual-^O, or at the systemic Ievel26. \n the former case erroneous activities (defined
below) are those which inadvertently deviate from the accomplishment of the goal. The latter case
is characterized by multiple goals and multiple stakeholders. It may, thus, involve goal systems
with goals that are competing (involving goal sacrifices) or mutually constrained (where two or
more goals should be achieved simultaneously)^7. The conditions refer to artifacts such as the
states to be covered, the permitted operations, and the task procedure 1'.

It is unlikely in any situation of reasonable complexity that either the goal or the conditions can be,
or even need to be, completely enumerated. Rather, they consist of implicit as well as explicit
components. The implied part, further, is characterized by shared as well as unshared meta-
assumptions!6>9. Both, the goals and the conditions of the task are, therefore, subject to
reinterpretation. The performed task may, correspondingly, be different, in subtle ways, from the
task as it was actually prescribed^.

In speaking of a task "as performed" it should be noted that an operator does not perform a task per
se. The operator performs activities. Activities are defined in terms of the behavioral and cognitive
processes that the operator puts into operation in order to meet task demands*7. This distinction
may be considered subtle, but in any discussion of task complexity, it is vitally important. The
distinction implies that the complexity of a task as prescribed may well be quite different from the
complexity of the task as performed—which brings up the questions: is there such a thing as the
inherent complexity of a task? and, are some tasks naturally more complex than others? In
common usage the "inherent" complexity of a task generally refers to the complexity of the
prescribed task, viewed from the particular perspective of the task representations of the authority
prescribing it. Various other labels exist. For example, complexity defined with respect to the
prescribed task has also been referred to as "supposed complexity", and, with respect to the
performed task, as "actual complexity" *7.

Much attention has been devoted in the cognitive engineering literature to understanding the nature
of task complexity. The systems approach characterizes task complexity in terms of the number of



elements and the number of interrelationships between these elements. Rasmussen and
insert the caveat that such complexity can not be defined for the system, but only for a given
representation of the system. That is, complexity is dependent not only on characteristics of the
task domain, but also on the problem solving paradigm brought to bear on it' 1.25_ Woods^,
correspondingly, characterizes complexity as arising from the interactions between the actual world
to be acted upon, the problem-solving agent/s acting upon it, and the representation/s of the world
utilized by the problem solving agent.

For the purpose of this research, following Rasmussen24 and Woods^?, complexity is defined as
an emergent property. Complexity is viewed as emerging from the interactions between three
conceptually independent but mutually constraining constituents. These are: (a) the set of
demands placed on the operator by the task domain or problem situation; (b) the repertoire of
internal cognitive agents (skills, rules, schemas, etc.) brought to bear upon the problem situation
by the operator, or operators; and (c) the problem solving approach or the external problem solving
resources available to the operator which may be brought to bear upon the problem.

2.2 Operator Reliability: Complexity and Erroneous Actions

Our interest in task complexity in this paper is limited to an examination of how it impacts operator
performance and reliability during conditions of normal as well as abnormal plant operation.
Whereas operator reliability is emphasized during normal plant operation, accuracy in problem
solving under time constraints is emphasized during abnormal plant operation. Decision criticality
is a factor in either case.

As seen in Section 2.1, complexity arises from the interactions between (a) task demands, (b)
cognitive agents internal to the operator, and (c) external problem solving resources/representations
available to the operator. Known interactions between these factors have been implicated as
conducive to a number of erroneous action categories. Erroneous actions are defined in terms of
the goal directedness of operator activities. PROMO is a prototype tool, based on the principles of
solution process monitoring, designed to aid the operator in coping with such exigencies. To this
end, PROMO consists of task specific components in order to address the unique task demands
placed on an operator working within a given context, as well as task independent components in
order to support an operator's internal cognitive agents or abilities. The design philosophy, and
the actual design, of PROMO are summarized in Section 3. In the current section we categorize the
kinds of errors one has to deal with in coping with complexity. Later, in Section 4, the nature of
the errors is described; the basis of the errors in the operator's environment is pointed out; and the
specific manner in which PROMO supports the operator under such conditions is explicated.

Errors are often seen, in simple terms, as arising from inherent limitations in human operators, the
technologies comprising the task domain, or the external problem solving resources brought to
bear upon the problem. Careful analyses of complex errors, however, indicate that it is more often
the interactions between these that are deserving of careful scrutiny. The categories of interactional
errors are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 is derived from the arguments presented in Section 2.1. As can be seen, four sources of
mismatch are identified. With reference to Figure 1, these are: (1) mismatches between the task
demands and internal cognitive mechanisms; (2) mismatch between the internal cognitive agents
and the external representations; (3) mismatch between the task demands and the external
representations; and, (4) mismatches between the task as prescribed and as performed. The
complex environment of the nuclear power plant operator is conducive to errors in each of these
dimensions. The more important of these errors are discussed in Section 4.
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3. RESEARCH WITH PROMO: A PROCESS MONITORING TOOL

This section provides a brief description of PROMO. A detailed description of the tool, and the
theory underlying its development, can be found in Thomassin Singh48. A brief summary of the
empirical evidence evaluating the effectiveness of PROMO is presented in Section 3.2.

As has been discussed in Section 2, a nuclear power plant operator operates in a fairly complex
decision environment. There is no dearth of research, however, that shows that individuals are
limited in their ability to store and process large quantities of information 1,18,42,44,52 jt \s a\so
commonly agreed (see Section 2.2) that the process of making a decision challenges more than an
operator's limited information storage or model execution capabilities. In particular, an important
dimension which is often overlooked is to provide operators with the understanding and guidance
necessary to make productive use of the information and application tools made available to
them8>34. This presents a serious limitation because the usefulness of models and data is
dependent upon the extent to which operators can use them effectively in order to improve the
process and outcome of their activities. Additionally, feedback is generally provided to the
operator from the perspective of the system (e.g. temperature and pressure readings at various
points in the system) and the onus for translating these signals into meaningful interpretations is on
the operator. We argue that under the conditions of time constraints and criticality operators make
decisions in, the reduction of complexity through the provision of information from the operator's,
as opposed to the system's perspective, would yield dividends. These and other related arguments
are presented in greater detail in Section 4.

We propose that complexity reduction can be effected through providing an operator with feedback
in terms of the internal cognitive agents and abilities utilized in the problem solving, and by using
external problem representations centered around the operator. In order to accomplish this we have
developed a tool, PROMO, based on the concept of solution process monitoring 48,43



3.1 Solution Process Monitoring

The objective of solution process monitoring is to support operators' execution of planned
strategies-or plans of action-through the provision of feedback information regarding the quality
of their strategy execution processes. It is based on the finding that individuals may fail to execute
a decision strategy as intended because of their limited cognitive abilities20,32 Such failures have
a negative impact on efficiency and effectiveness20>37,52 Formally, solution process monitoring
is defined as the on-going provision of feedback information regarding the extent to which an
individual is executing a given solution strategy as originally intended '9 . Solution process
monitoring can be associated with the concepts of cognitive feedback and cognitive control-^
Cognitive feedback defined as the provision of information about an individual's decision making
strategy and the extent to which it is being applied accurately. Cognitive control refers to the
extent of control exercised over one's strategy execution processes. The design of PROMO is
predicated on the assumption that the more an individual can, and does, monitor his/her strategy
execution process, the more likely it is that s/he will be aware of the nature and extent of deviations
from the intended strategy and the higher his/her level of cognitive control will be.

The prototype system has been developed using WingZ™ for Macintosh. A traditional
spreadsheet type interface has been used to establish interrelationships among system/state
variables and for user-interaction with the system. Not only is a spreadsheet interface suitable for
modeling complex interrelationships among a number of variables, but it also minimizes the
learning curve by capitalizing on existing widespread familiarity with its interface. The
presentation of the task variables occupies a specific portion of the screen, referred to as the
spreadsheet window. Two other windows—the strategy window, which provides suggestive
decisional guidance and the information load support window, which provides informative
decisional guidance*—are utilized to provide solution process monitoring support. Both of these
are described below.

3.1.1 Suggestive Decisional Guidance: Procedural Support

Procedural (i.e. strategy) support is provided in the form of a window (referred to as the strategy
window), which contains a graphical representation of the proposed solution strategy. For the
particular task used in our lab experiments (see Section 3.2), this representation took the form of a
procedural flow chart using rectangles to indicate actions, diamonds to represent decision points,
and directed arrows to denote relationships.** The logic of this representation is programmed into
the system in order to allow for the provision of task-specific procedural (or strategy) support. In
particular, procedural support is implemented as a set of utilities that come with the presence of the
strategy window: automated window scrolling, cell positioning, and error messaging.

The function of the window scrolling facility is to follow an operator's progression through the
strategy s/he is currently working on. This utility reduces the effort necessary to follow one's
progression through a procedure by performing the positioning of the window at the correct

Decisional guidance is referred lo as suggestive when specific courses of actions indicative of how one mighl
proceed arc suggested. It is informative when genera! information describing the merits of various alternative
avenues are presented to the user (Silver 1990).

It should be noted that whereas the particular representation used in the strategy window is task specific, the
functionality of the strategy window supports internal cognitive agents. How this works is explained in greater
detail later in this section. The concept ol internal cognitive agents is covered in Section 2.2



portion of the procedure's graphical representation (which, typically, is too large and complex to fit
into one window in its entirety) in lieu of the operator.

The cell positioning function, similarly, reduces effort associated in following one's progression
through the strategy by automatically activating the spreadsheet cell (in the task window)
corresponding to the variable which was the object of the activity to be performed next. This
function provides a logical link between the information contained in the strategy window, and that
contained in the task window.

Finally the error messaging facility is activated upon the detection, by the system, of an action slip-
-that is, of a deviation between the action performed by an individual, and that indicated by the
solution strategy^. Upon activation, a message is automatically sent to the user indicating the
nature of the slip that has been committed. In addition, the area on the procedural flowchart
corresponding to the action that has generated the action slip is highlighted bright red. The
operator, therefore, not only knows that a slip has been committed, but also is informed about the
kind of slip that has been committed and where in the strategy the slip has occurred. This
implementation is consistent with recommendations in HCI design-* which state that when an error
message is made in response to user input, the message should contain an explanation expressed in
terms of its relationship to the alternatives allowed by the system.

Strategy support, thus, performs the monitoring necessary to make sure that users do not deviate
unintentionally from the intended strategy because of a failure to remember and/or recognize which
action to perform next. Moreover, the support provided is quite unobtrusive. Only upon detection
of a deviation is an obtrusive message sent to the user in order to allow him/her to proceed with an
appropriate corrective action. This is consistent with human-computer guidelines26,46 which
stipulate that feedback can potentially detract from the task at hand and should, therefore, be
provided only in such instances when one's behavior is suspected to be in error.

3.1.2 Informational Decision Guidance: Information Load Support

Information load support takes the form of a window which contains a graphical representation*
based on the value of the outcome variable or variables of interest. The presence of this graph
minimizes the need for memorization on the part of the operators. As such, it supports strategy
execution by making sure that the wrong path in a strategy is not taken following an incorrect
decision at a decision node;** an incorrect decision which may itself be due to the operator possibly
manipulating a wrong set of values and, correspondingly, making wrong choices as to what action
to take next.

3.2 Experimental Research with PROMO

PROMO was developed as part of a systematic investigation of the impacts of complexity in work
situations and in order to search for ways and means of coping with it. In order to do a systematic
study, it was judged that lab experiments would be the way to begin. Whereas field studies offer a
richness of context that lab studies cannot duplicate, lab studies offer the opportunity to control
extraneous variances. It is important to realize that while understanding how the components work

In the ease of the task utilized in our lab experiment, the appropriate representation was a bar chart graph—given
the need tor supporting the cognitive function oWomparison (Tockl and Benbasat 1991, Trelcaven 1990).

As will be seen in Section 3.2 such feedback is necessary in order to avoid various forms of errors such as errors
of "intention" and "fixation".



may not be sufficient in predicting exactly how the whole works, it is a necessary precondition.
Given the current state of knowledge in the field, it was judged that a large number of case studies
existed, which had been instrumental in developing a strong theoretical basis^7,26,135 b u t m a t not
enough systematic laboratory research existed. Therefore, a systematic study of complexity was
begun based on the framework provided by2°,57 y w o ja5 experiments have been conducted so
far. The objective of both studies was to take a single aspect of complexity, vary it, and study the
impact of increased complexity along that particular dimension on the operator or decision maker.
Side by side, we examined whether the operator could be supported in a manner so as to cope
more easily with such complexity. Support was provided using the tool PROMO. In the first
experiment, we manipulated the external problem representation (complex vs. simple) and studied
the impact of increased complexity on unsupported groups. We also studied the impact of different
kinds of support for coping with the increased complexity. In the second experiment, we varied
two closely related aspects of the task environment, namely task fragmentation and interruptions.
Once again we studied the impact of increased complexity on unsupported groups. We also
studied the impact of different kinds of support for coping with the increased complexity. These
experiments indicate, in general, that Rasmussen & Lind's28 intuitions regarding complexity as a
correlate of reliability in plant operation are borne out. Coping with increased complexity, is, in
fact, necessary for plant operation. The experiments also indicate that PROMO may be a most
effective tool in that regard. The experiments led to the design of three studies, whose objectives
and conclusions are summarized below.

3.2.1 Study #1: Strategy Complexity

Four levels of monitoring support were contrasted within the context of two strategies of differing
levels of complexity. It was found that (a) strategy complexity has a significant impact on the
number of unintentional deviations generated; (b) the provision of solution process monitoring
significantly decreases the number of unintentional deviations from the intended strategy; and, (c)
the positive impact of monitoring support on the quality of one's strategy execution increases with
the level of support provided and the complexity of the strategy.

The results of this study highlight not only that it is possible to provide computerized strategy
execution support, but also that the provision of such support increases the effectiveness and
efficiency with which an operator uses the system during the execution of his or her solution
process. Moreover, the need, as well as the usefulness, of the computerized support increases
with the level of complexity of the decision strategy.

3.2.2 Study #2: Environmental Complexity

This research study investigated the need for process support in environments where the task is
fragmented and subject to constant interruptions. Four levels of monitoring support were
contrasted within the context of two decision making environments. Task fragmentation and
interruption were created by asking subjects to move repeatedly between a decision making and an
interfering task. The results of this study indicate that it is possible to incorporate tools to support
the execution of the intended solution strategy; that the provision of such support increases the
effectiveness and efficiency with which decision makers use the system; and, that solution process
monitoring support is especially beneficial in decision making environments characterized by
fragmentation and frequent interruptions.

3.2.3 Study # 3: Process Study

The process study investigated the impact of complexity on an individual's efficiency and
effectiveness in the performance of decision making task and the impact of cognitive feedback as a
means to support strategy execution. Both dimensions of complexity (environmental and strategy)



were investigated. Detailed problem solving behavior was recorded in the form of computer logs
and the corresponding protocols were analyzed. It was found that strategy complexity has a
negative impact on an operator's learning curve; that the impact of task interruptions on problem
solving performance is reduced by the presence of cognitive feedback; and, that the positive impact
of cognitive feedback on decision making performance found in previous studies was due, in part,
to the improvement in an individual's ability to resume with the execution of a decision making
strategy once an error has been committed.

As seen in Section 2, task complexity is a multidimensional construct. The above lab studies have
studied two of these dimensions. Additional studies are needed to study the other dimensions. It
has also been noticed that PROMO seems to support the objective of complexity reduction rather
well. Simultaneously with the lab studies, we believe that PROMO should now be tested in the
field. Given the critical nature of the nuclear power plant operator's job, and given the vast
evidence regarding the complexity of this work, as well as the negative impacts of such
complexity, it seems imperative that tools with promise in coping with this complexity and, thus,
with the potential of enhancing operator reliability^ be brought into the field for testing without
undue delay. Specifically, we see two immediate applications for PROMO. The first is in operator
training and the second is in operator support. As illustrated in Section 4, there are, essentially,
two ways of coping with complexity'^: the first is to increase the operator's skill through training;
and, the second is to decrease the perceived complexity of the task through support (i.e. the
introduction of complexity reducing aids). PROMO has applications in both contexts. These are
described in more detail below.

4 COPING WITH COMPLEXITY: SUPPORTING THE POWER PLANT
OPERATOR

In this section we present a selection of actual errors that nuclear power plant operators are prone
to. The error categories have been selected from the well documented literature on operational
failures. The criteria for their selection was that the errors be illustrative of all the categories of
errors in the task complexity framework presented in Section 2. Simultaneously with the
discussion of the errors, the utility of PROMO in resolving these errors is discussed. Note that in
the following paragraphs it is not our intention to be exhaustive in our coverage of errors that
power plant operators are prone to. In fact, due to space limitations, we have chosen to include
only one example under each category. Also, this selection should, by no means, be construed to
cover all the contingencies where we expect the use of process monitoring tools such as PROMO
to be helpful. The purpose of this section is primarily illustrative.

4.1 Information Processing Errors: Mismatch between Task Demands and
Internal Cognitive Agents

The power plant operator works in an environment characterized by multiple interrelated
subsystems involving multiple mutually constrained goals, with a large number of observations to
monitor. During abnormal operation, a disturbance can cascade through interconnections among
parts. Problems in one system may manifest themselves elsewhere. Multiple clues hinting at
remedial actions reach the operator at different times. Under these conditions, the initial
assessments that the operator makes are subject to change. Research has shown that whereas a
majority of initial assessments made by an operator were correct, given the data available at the
time when it was made, many failures occur because this assessment was not modified when new
data became available^' -^5. This gradual decoupling, over time, of an operator's assessment from
the actual situation is referred to as an error of intention. An error of intention occurs due to one of
at least three problems: unexpected developments that go undetected, undetected execution errors



made by the operator (that is, when the intention was correct, but the action was wrong), or
prospective memory lapses (failure to remember to do something, or return to something, in the
future).

Consider the empirical evidence from the lab experiments. As discussed in Sections 3.2.1 &
3.2.2, PROMO is highly effective in the detection of action slips. Moreover, as seen in Section
3.2.3, the error feedback provided by PROMO does aid an operator in recovering from such action
slips. Consequently, it is expected that PROMO should all but eliminate the contingency of
undetected execution errors from occurring. Similarly, the design of PROMO is such that it
virtually eliminates the need tor prospective memory on the part of the operator. The utility of the
tool in this regard is predicated on the fact that at all times PROMO, in lieu of the operator, keeps
track of where in a complex strategy the operator is; what the next recommended action is, and
how it should be performed. Additionally, the information load support facility keeps track of past
values of important state variables that the operator may need in the future. Finally, PROMO is
expected to support the detection of unexpected developments in two ways: one direct and the other
indirect. Directly, since PROMO significantly reduces perceived complexity by providing system
information using a representation that maps directly on to the operator's perspective; and
indirectly, because the operator is freed to think in divergent terms—the convergent, or logico-
deductive, portion of problem solving process being delegated to PROMO.

4.2 Interactional Errors: Mismatch between Internal Agents and External
Representations

Interactional errors occur at two levels: a cognitive level and a meta-cognitive level^S. At the meta-
cognitive level, consider that more often than not, operators, while provided with the information
and application tools to help them perform their job, are not provided with tools that aid in the
understanding and guidance necessary to make productive use of the available information and
application tools8>34 This is a significant problem today as support tools grow increasingly
complex, both in terms of the mathematical and conceptual models utilized, as well as in terms of
the complexity and flexibility of the interface presented to the operator. This presents a serious
limitation in the support tools because the usefulness of models and information is contingent upon
the extent to which an operator can use them effectively in order to improve the process and
outcome of their activities. PROMO is expected to help with this both at the training (through
helping build the appropriate cognitive agents-this aspect is discussed in more detail in Section
4.3) and at the support level. PROMO assists at the latter level by (a) providing support in using
the models, (b) detecting improper use of the models, and (c) providing error feedback from the
perspective of the operator's usage of the model, as opposed to the model itself. Empirical
evidence that this approach helps was presented in Section 3.

Similarly, at the cognitive level, consider the feedback that is generally provided to the operator.
Almost invariably, this feedback is presented from the perspective of the control system (e.g.
temperature and pressure readings at various points in the system) and the onus for translating
these signals into meaningful interpretations is on the operator. We argue, that under the
conditions of time constraints and criticality which nuclear power plant operators make decisions
in, the reduction of complexity through the provision of information from the operator's, as
opposed to the system's, perspective would yield significant dividends. This expectation was
clearly borne out, for example, in the lab experiment reported in Section 3.2.1 where both the
efficiency and the effectiveness of decision makers under conditions of enhanced task complexity
were significantly increased through the introduction of PROMO. Clearly, feedback provided
from the perspective of the machine, or the systems being controlled, imposes added cognitive
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complexity on the operator.* Consider, for instance, the similar research finding6>7 that support in
the form of rules and strategies, when provided to operators of complex systems, enjoys
significantly more success than the kind of support provided by basic vocational education and
training—which focuses on the system being controlled, rather than on the operational procedures.
Similar results have been found in other fields-^6 PROMO aids in such cases through the
complexity reduction achieved by providing the operator with feedback in terms of the internal
cognitive agents and abilities utilized in the problem solving, and with the external problem
representations employed by the operator.

4.3 Representational Errors: Mismatch between Task Demands and External
Representations

Rasmussen's26 skill-rule-task framework indicates that routine tasks are performed by operators at
the skill- and rule- based levels, as opposed to the knowledge-level. Consider again then, the
evidence provided in Section 4.2^.7 that support such as rules and strategies, when provided to
operators of complex systems, enjoys significantly more success than support such as that
provided by basic vocational education and training. In its training function, PROMO has been
designed in order to complement the traditional knowledge-based schooling by providing training
at the skill- and rule- based levels that many of their tasks will demand. To this extent, the use of
PROMO in conjunction with existing CANDU simulators is expected to provide a powerful
training tool. It is expected that such training will help mitigate errors of the kind discussed by
Rasmussen26 and Duncan'.

4.4 Errors of Rationality: Mismatch Between Goals and Activities

Rational activities are defined in terms of their goal-directedness^^. Thus, operator rationality can
be measured as the degree of match between operator activities and task goals. As pointed out in
Section 2, a perfect match is virtually impossible. In this section we explore some of the reasons
why. Errors of rationality (or goal-activity mismatches) can be seen in terms of bounded,
imperfect, or reluctant rationality™. Bounded rationality^^ leads to errors caused by limitations in
the knowledge-base brought to bear upon a problem situation during a given problem solving
episode. Bounded rationality may be caused by limitations in attention™ and results in mistakes—
that is, in the formation of activity or action plans that are at odds with the intended goaP 1.
Imperfect rationality^ focuses on the psychological difficulties with achieving even bounded
rationality. It arises due to over-routinization of schema based judgment and reasoning™. Such
schema-based predispositions may manifest themselves either as mistakes or as slips—that is,
errors in carrying out a plan of activities as intended^. Finally reluctant rationality refers to the
cognitive strain entailed in modifying existing schemas. Because such strain is not sustainable^,
an operator has a tendency to minimize it^. This, again, results in mistakes, or the formation of
inadequate problem solving plans.

As previously mentioned, a power plant operator works in an environment involving multiple,
mutually constrained goals, with a large number of observations to monitor. That is, the power
plant operator's task is high in detail complexity. The operator has to simultaneously cope with a
large number of interrelated elements—where the elements, and the relationships between the
elements, can be complex entities in their own right. Simultaneously, the need for accuracy in

In Sections 3 & 4 we argue that complexity reduction is an important step in reducing errors and enhancing
reliability.
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decision making is high because, while every attempt is made to control for them, the
consequences of erroneous actions in nuclear power plant, have the potential to be non-trivial.
Moreover, especially during abnormal conditions, the operator operates under conditions of
inflexible time constraints. Clearly, an operator works under conditions conducive to bounded,
imperfect, as well as reluctant rationality. For example, if the cognitive strain^ involved in schema
modification is not sustainable^, the situation is ripe for errors such as those of intention
(explained in Section 4.1) with all its consequent problems. Thus, an operator is subject both to
slips as well as mistakes. Whereas PROMO's support for mistakes is only indirect-see Sections
4.2 (through adopting a user's perspective) and 4.3 (through training)—as seen from the empirical
research in Section 3.2, slips can be virtually eliminated through the use of PROMO.

4.5 The Hidden Nature of Erroneous Actions

As pointed out by Reason^^ most erroneous actions are based in basic psychological functions that
are necessary for our day to day activities. It is only in certain complex situations such as in
nuclear power plants that they lose their utility and become, instead, systematic sources of
liabilities. Since these errors occur at a tacit, or hidden, level, their effects are doubly potent—
simply because we do not realize they have occurred. Other examples abound. W o o d s "
describes a category of errors referred to as fixation failures as manifestations of hidden or tacit
processes55,21 Fixation failures are manifested as a failure to adapt. An operator may be so
focused on one task that he/she loses the ability to detect and respond to the next event (in a
dynamic situation) which may, otherwise, have triggered a revision of his/her assessment of the
state of affairs. Such failures, for instance, have been posited to underlie the errors of intention
discussed in Section 4.1. Another typical error in complex systems is when one misses side
effects of actions simply due to the large number of interrelationships that exist^. Such problems
are further compounded by the fact that in complex, interrelated systems, error manifestation is
often distanciated from error source. This indicates that in addition to the psychological sources of
hidden errors mentioned by Reason29? complexity may create its own set of hidden errors. We
have mentioned in Section 2 that many of the instructions that constitute a prescribed task may well
be implicit. Theorists 16,9 a r g U e convincingly that these implicit portions will harbor
intersubjective differences rooted in their prior experiences and prejudices. The presence of such
tacit differences is, perhaps, one of the underlying causes why research^6,7 fmds that rule-based
and process-based approaches yield superior results in the training of operators in complex
environments.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a study of work environments of operators who have to deal with
complexity under conditions of time pressure and criticality of decision outcomes. We have
categorized the kinds of errors that such environments are conducive to, and theorized regarding
the sources of these errors. Based upon an analysis of these sources, we have designed and
developed a research prototype, PROMO, to (a) test the validity of our analysis of the sources of
error, and (b) if possible, to mitigate the difficulties faced by operators in such environments. We
have presented current empirical findings from an ongoing series of laboratory studies designed to
(a) test the utility of PROMO, and (b) unearth utilitarian guidelines for the continued evolution of
the tool. Thus far, the results have been promising. Based upon these results, we are now
proposing that the tool be tested in the field in order to examine whether, and which, of the results
from the lab are replicated in the field. It is proposed that the tool be used, initially, with CANDU
simulators in power plant operator training centers. It is feasible, that if found suitable, the tool
may later be ported to the field and provide actual operator support.
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It must be stressed that the tool at present is a research prototype, designed specifically for
examining whether our analysis regarding the errors that the operators environment was conducive
to, the sources of these errors, and the kind of support needed to mitigate these errors, would be
borne out empirically. Clearly, the tool as currently implemented has a number of limitations.
Some of these are an artifact of explicit choices that we have made, while others are an artifact of
the early stage of evolution that the tool is in. A number of enhancements are currently being
designed—the most significant of which is the incorporation of dynamic complexity into our model.
Problems, problem representations, and as well as operator's cognitive agents evolve with time.
We have combined solution process monitoring with an individualized, flexible, and evolving
modeling technique that allows us to effectively present the operator with a customized, adaptable,
learning tool, fully capable of evolving with dynamic task demands and operator cognitions.

As it stands currently, PROMO seems capable of supporting complexity reduction through training
by aiding in building up an operator's skill (in terms of the appropriate cognitive agents and by
increasing the size of the elementary units employed by the operator in task conceptualization), as
well as through support by changing the external representation presented to the operator from
technology-centered to operator-centered. Feedback provided from the operator's perspective (that
is, in terms of operations strategy) rather than systems perspective (e.g. values of state variables)
seems to help mitigate complexity. A number of meta-cognitive tasks (such as keeping track of
where, in a long, complex, strategy plan one is; prospective memory tasks such as remembering to
do, or return to something in the future; and of memorizing previous states in order to compare
with current state in order to see whether one is performing in the right direction) are simply
eliminated from the operators perspective. The solution process monitoring system is ideally
suited to perform these. Even using simplistic measures of complexity such as the number of
elementary units, this can be seen as a significant reduction in task complexity. Finally, the system
frees the operator for the lateral, creative, problem solving thinking that is essential in abnormal
situations. PROMO accomplishes that because it frees the operator from having to perform the
convergent cognitive task of remembering to consider all possibilities and alternatives that have
been predetermined (the system ensures that). This, too, is significant, because research^ has
shown that convergent and divergent thinking form a dialectic. Yet, simultaneous convergent and
divergent thinking is exactly what is demanded of an operator working to resolve abnormal plant
situations!
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